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Dear Chairman 
 
I am writing to you rejecting the He Amokura Fisheries Allocation Model Bill going through Parliament 
 
I further rejected the Aotearoa Fisheries Ltd Company Formation in the year 2003 and now in 2004 
 
This letter is part of an extensive letter written officially by myself to Apirana Mahuika for our Tribes Maori 
Economic Development project for the use of all of our Ngati Porou Resources Modelled out for the benefit of 
all Tribes However the Aqua-Farm Project Concept is now widely understood in Principal and now a matter to 
put into Practice The Government on the other hand would have no part in the project It would rest in the hands 
of our Leader and collection of HAPU to manage administer and Govern the Maui Fisheries allocation Model 
that I sent to all Tribes and also to the Ministry of Fisheries Pete Hodgson 
 
I have been watching all of the developments with Maori and the Government and I am not impressed with 
what Helen Clark Michael Cullen and Margaret Wilson are doing to our people and us over foreshore and 
seabed issues to tell us other people own our lands and foreshore 
 
 My response to that is We must get all of our foreshore seabed property back for all tribes and to back each 
tribe to form our own Maori Fisheries Allocation Model with or without the $700m Allocation Funding 
from Government For the Maori Leaders who have now approached the Queen the World Court UN and the 
Governor General to replace the present Government Fisheries Resource Management Systems with Hapu 
based systems We will look after our own tribes resources now that the Government has taken a brutal attack on 
us and left the Fishing Industry and themselves in a big mess I  see this as the only option left for Maori to take 
The only way to lead our people back on track with themselves first and foremost to control what belongs to us 
The Government has plundered the Coastlines of fish and Maori has now to repair the damage caused by 
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irresponsible Governments Corruption over Regulation out of control We are Tangatawhenua to make the right 
decisions for the seabed and foreshores from now 2004  onwards 
 
We would be in the rightful position as Hapu Taumata Kaumatua to make Legislation work for ourselves as 
Landowners to correct the imbalance of the present Parliamentary Systems Legislation’s which are and will 
always be a complete failure for Maori according to the past 15 to 30 years of successive Governments 
contained in these writings 
 
This is because the present Government and Parliament has collectively put our Partnership with the Queen 
at serious risk a threat We must satisfy the Crown that we are a collective of present Hereditary Chiefs of 
Succession [Leaders] acting with full support of Iwi Hapu Whanau to manage our Lands Foreshores and 
Seabed NOW that we have reached this forced upon us predicament 
 
Get support from the new Indigenous Peoples Conference 2004 for us to Govern this Country under Maori 
Parliament Stamp our Authority over the ownership of our lands directly to the British Empire Sign a 
Collective of Leaders Agreement to null and void the Governments proposals to vest Foreshore and 
Seabed ownership into the hands of  New Zealanders or the Crown  
 
To surrender NZ Government and Parliament to Maori Government Rule now because of the latest  
 
 Treaty of Waitangi Breaches too many times common of draconian colonialism 
 Conflicts of Interest by Margaret Wilson abusing her Parliamentary position as  

Attorney General and Minister of Justice for the Crown to put Maori in a disadvantaged legal position 
 Supporting Labour Party with the assistance of the Prime Minister Helen Clark and her Deputy Prime 

Minister Dr Michael Cullen to take advantage of Maori and blatantly block Maori from their property rights 
in the Maori Land Courts to Natural Justice (Barbarians) 

 Block Maori from their Justice in the Courts  
 No Proper Consultation and process rights of our people Leaders Tangatawhenua Status with the Queen and 

the British Crown 
 Assuming Sovereignty Bullying over Maori the originators of Sovereign Status to the beginning of our 

Nation 
 Excessive Pain and Suffering on Maori the Indigenous people owners of this Land 
 Blatant misuse of Political Power over Maori the disadvantaged people 
 Failure of the Government to read understand and Honour the Treaty of Waitangi 
 Ignoring the wishes of Maori the Minority people 
 Degrading and Discriminating against Maori in the Political Government System ( Using Maori for a 

political Football) 
 Putting Maori Down   
 
The Parliament can’t govern this country because they have 
 
 Ignored the wishes of Maori and our welfare economic state lockout overrule stand-over tactics  
 THREATENING INTENTIONS to steal property that does not belong to them 
 PREDETERMINED CONFISCATION THEFT same as their forebears did to our Tupuna  
 LEGISLATE [SHOOT] AND TAKE LAND We are David they are Goliath mentality 
 
The Government and Parliament is in a vulnerable position now that they have destroyed the only protection 
they had THE PRIVY COUNCIL Maori can still go there to appeal themselves they haven’t signed off It is up 
to Maori HAPU CHIEFS to make that decision not the Crown or Parliament 
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We will come down hard now on the Government if they bring in the new legislation while they are loosely 
held together fragmented and uncertain They have upset too many Maori especially Karaua Kuia [Mataku] 
to have caused irreversible damage to our Pakeha Maori relationship Nothing the Government has blatantly 
thrown at us has worked and nothing will ever work with the attitude and force they pose on us Maori WE don’t 
deserve this sort of treatment and it is front of our children and the rest of the world that the Government is 
breaking their own self made laws We have our own Maori Laws which are much stronger than what we are 
seeing displayed It is clear that LABOUR and NATIONAL do not like MAORI and want to get rid of them 
That is quite clear within the Maori Caucaus which is ready for collapse now inevitable They could not see that 
Helen Clark took advantage of the vulnerability of the Maori Caucus and us as Maori Her Regn will now come 
to an end Mr Brash has done worse damage upon Maori to rid us too They are of the same Calibre to pillage 
and rape our FORESHORES and SEABEDS further They have not got any system of Fisheries Regeneration 
project that we as Maori always had but Governments don’t want to listen to Maori never will never did That is 
why we have lost faith in Pakeha Lost goodwill and TRUST from Maori Who will get all their land back now 
as in ARTICLE2 of the TREATY OF WAITANGI We have no other choice now Whatever the Government 
does without Maori is destined for failure Coerruption in the Police force is rife Corruption in the Fishing 
Industry is Rife Corruption in the Government is Rife  
 
The Minister of Fisheries Pete Hodgson got sacked by Helen Clark WHY Because he stole $34million dollars 
of Fisheries Money and SHIFTED it over to the TOURISM INDUSTRY Deer Hunting Government DOC 
Department of Conservation Department Business VENTURE never consulted Maori Hapu Just went ahead 
and did it The same with the Marlborough Sound 8Maori Tribes Sold the DOC land to wealthy Americans and 
Government told American Arab Investors that the Crown owns it Well they DON”T The Maori 8 Tribes do as 
clearly known now causing TE TAU IHU TRIBES to go through a hell of money for nothing that there is clear 
cause for Maori to SUE the Government for Negligence and abuse of power I will personally SUE MR PETE 
HODGSON in our Maori Supreme Court when we get set up He has caused a lot of Fishing Businesses to be 
forced out of the fishing Industry and now the Government is trying to find all those fishermen to refund $34 
Million dollars in paid levies for FISH THEY HAVEN”T EVEN CAUGHT YET That is DAMMING OF THIS 
GOVERNMENT AND ANYMORE OF THIS TYPE OF COLONIAL GOVERNMENT NO MORE!!!!!!!  
 
We on the other hand as Maori Leaders Tangatawhenua have our Legal Document The 
 
1840 TE TIRITI O WAITANGI and DECLARATION OF INDEPENDANCE 1835 to kick them out  
 
The Government on the other hand has only got assumptions a new Court of Appeal and Parliament to 
protect themselves and the elections are a way off yet They are all up the hell now It was inevitable Maori are 
spiritual people here in this country for years and Pakaha will get punished severely for wrong doing and you 
haven’t seen the worst yet to come after the flooding winds Pakeha came off worst There is still more hurt yet 
Maori did not start it off Pakeha and IGNORANCE OF MAORI TRADITIONS did PAKEHA will suffer the 
most Pakeha has irreversibly divided Maori from them and Professor Magaret Mutu Auckland University says 
quite vigorously that the Government has challenged MAORI in an ACT OF WAR and that I am afraid is 
where we are at today POISED FOR A BLOODBATH and who will come out for the worst PAKEHA of 
course I since discover that that there is 35,000 Maori registered in the Maori ARMY and INCREASING to 
protect our National LAND INTERESTS and that there is only 5000 POLICE some of whom are MAORI and 
some of whom are VERY CORRUPT PAKEHA waiting to get hung on trial All MAORI MP”S in Parliament 
are warned to join us and so will armed forces I think and only think that Maori may force you all out of 
Parliament because of the threats to take away our land and what is ours and that is significantly clear now 
amongst our people YOU WILL NEVER CHANGE WHAT ANGER IS AMONGST OUR PEOPLE NOW and 
our PACIFIC brothers wait for MAORI to make their minds up WE DON’T NEED AN ANGLICAN BISHOP 
TO SORT THIS OUT THEY ARE THIEVES TOO 
 
Hit the Government with the best of our lawyers the expense would be worth it in the end if it means getting 
control over our Whenua Moana once and for all 
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This is the sort of talk that I hear at the HUI I go to and at Auckland University Marae Saturday 13th 
March 2004 was as strong as that On the Coastlines is just as strong So I find myself in the middle of it I 
been Researching Fisheries Aquaculture for 4years having gone to Japan to learn with their 
Tangatawhenua HAPU WHANAU They will meet me tomorrow for Maori Economic Development never 
seen in this country before on large scale makes a mockery of the Government Fisheries system Japanese 
Intellegence lines up with Maori and I happen to be in the middle of this TRUSTIG RELATIONSHIP 
not seen in PAKEHA PEOPLE of NO CULTURE or WHAKAPAPA Pakeha will whakapapa back to the 
thieves and PIRATES who came here to steal and rape our women Well that’s about to all change now 
thanks for nothing from MR DON RACIST BRASH and MICHAEL RACIST CULLEN and HELEN 
RACIST CLARK This is a perspective of upset Maori and the old People KAUMATUA KUIA that I talk 
to on Marae 
 
Parliament is jamming up while the last chance is there I do not want to operate our new Aqua-Culture venture 
under this or any other Government other than a Maori run Government It is too valuable to lose any more of 
our TAONGA KNOWLEDGE We will look after Maori first and foremost to get them out of the bottom of the 
scrap heap 
 
In 1840 there were 2000 Pakeha and 80000 Maori In 2004 there are 500000 Maori but 3Milliom Pakeha WHAT 
THE HELL DOES THAT TELL YOU 
Yet SOVEREIGNTY only gave a right for PAKEHA to come to New Zealand It did not give the right to take 
the land off Maori It only gave Pakeha the right to Govern and make law WELL I HAVE YOU KNOW Maori 
also have the right to make the law and to GOVERN  
 
AND THAT IS WHAT WE ARE ABOUT TO DO NOW 
 
I want to reinforce any concrete decisions that Ngati Porou experts come up with out of proposed Aqua-Farm 
plans that I have given them and from any other plan that they come up with including the latest one for the 
benefit of our tribe and their executive Hapu Iwi Whanau Kaumatua Kuia Tamariki  
 
I would ask them to make some place within their expert organisation for me to share in the discussions ideas 
and future economic development of our Ngati Porou land foreshore seabed resources for our people at this 
critical time of our life outside of any Government involvement or financial input or funding grants  
 
We are on our own Iwi Hapu whanau land and push our own Waka now not the Government Parliament and 
their Waka We must deal to the Crown and Queen directly now 
 
 I foresee our ultimate destiny if we make a move to manage our Whenua Moana ourselves from this day on 
100% owned managed and Governed even if we have to go Republic on our own with our own funding Bank 
Economy or doom to lose it if we allow the Government room to move Plans are set in place now 
 
I prefer all tribes to go together in unison and challenge Parliament of their shutting out of Maori Do it or lose it 
attitude of Government upon us take my advice there is no room for bargaining compromise bribes Treaty 
Grievance Claims Consultation Grants Loans Sweet talk I am getting ready to shift back to East Coast Gisborne 
soon to start Aquafarms similar if not more advanced to POTAKA MARAE Japanese experts will live and 
work on our coastal property with us in joint CO Operative Partnership and no one will stop that progressing 
our Maori Economic Development Project  
 
WE DON”T TOUCH anymore Government handouts funds we got our own now   
 
I don’t wish to watch my Mokopuna suffer at the hands of this Government while I am a live Tupuna and my 
kids Mokopuna when I am a dead Tupuna if our Maori Leaders don’t get this one bang on and side with Maori 
Government and Parliament  
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We can take over with our own Parliament immediately and I will be one of the influential Maori entrepreneur’s 
in the waiting pledging support to our Tribal leaders to make a firm stand to succeed in pulling together the best 
for Maori  
 
Please do not doubt what we can achieve should the British Crown and the Crown here pass all of that 
responsibility to Govern this country over to us and that is my main message to you  from me and Chief and all 
other Tribal Leaders Believe me I see all of this already way into the future 
 
I endeavour to influence our Hapu Whanau to rally around at this important time before Government legislates 
Foreshore and Seabed to wherever they think they want to go with it in 2004 to legislate our lands away from us 
the following month We had enough no more talk to them close the door now it’ too late to turn back 
 
The Government and Attorney General of New Zealand made their  
 
INTENTIONS QUITE CLEAR IN IRREVERSIBLE BOLD STATEMENTS  
 
is public world-wide news eyes are watching us and what Maori do now We do not fight but ask them to resign 
from Parliamentary office because we have the Constitution then deal to the Governor General on her own one 
to one with the Queen and British Crown No stops ifs or butt’s  
 
Helen Clark and her Deputy Michael Cullen MUST GO [Conflict of Maori interests and the Queen] 
 
 The Governor General must deal with Maori Leaders [Chief or Chiefs] Queen and the British Crown one on 

one 
 
 The Attorney General is to act Independent of Parliament on behalf of Maori Tangatawhenua Land owners 

as she states clearly MAORI HAVE CUSTOMARY TITLE END OF STOREY 
 
 Attorney General is acting only to the benefit of the Prime Minister who appointed her to that position but 

supporting Maori with the Governor General Dame Sylvia Cartwright 
 
 Attorney General supports Maori more than the Government and Parliament and their rights as Ancestral and 

Historic Guardianship of the Foreshore and Seabed 
  
 Prime Minister and Deputy Prime Minister are Biased Racist and won’t read and understand the TREATY of 

WAITANGI 
 
I will return to Horoera on the Wanoa 2000 acre Block and East Cape 382 Hectare Block which I am an owner 
of on 17th March 2004 to have a Hui with the whanau and Hapu on the development of Aquafarms start March 
2004 
 
Koro Dewes Block is on the opposite bank of the river and wants Aqua-Farm Pilot tank on his side, but he is 
interested in my return to the homeland with long awaited projects of this type of venture 
 
I will be returning home with my oldest son soon pending the outcomes of Maori Leaders stand against 
Government and that of their decisions and the Ngati Porou Leader should fully support the Maori People stand  
 
The first Aqua-Farm Pilot project was meant to start in Maraehako Whanarua Bay Te Kaha Districts Bay of 
Plenty but Government red Tape Resource Consents Scientific and Environmental Impact Reports Regulations 
Moritorium Seabed and Foreshore Astronomical Permit Costs [$80,000] over and above the Tank Project costs 
put a swift end to that lot We have our own HAPU CONSENTS NOW which costs us nothing 
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NO THANKS TO PETE HODGSON SHANE JONES and TE OHU KAIMOANA around the corner koretake 
lot In fact the latest new on that RARURARU is that ROBIN HAPI has gone ahead with the Formation of AFL 
the new Company Aotearoa Fisheries LTD Company as CEO HELPED by none other than his woopsy mate 
SHANE JONES and PARLIAMENT has not even passed the Goddamn thing through yet 
 
 What sort of Maori is that I don’t think for one minute Ngai Tahu is impressed by this Kupapa lot They are the 
same breed as Helen Clark Michael Cullen Margaret Wilson and Pete Hogson the BIGGEST RAMROD IN 
THE FISHING INDUSRTY who stated publicly that MAORI CANNOT OPPOSE THE ALLOCATION 
MODEL [Period] 
 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
 
So the model pilot farm looks like this for Ngati Porou CO Operative Tribes  
 
Planning and Development of Pilot Aquafarm 
[Detailed information is left out 
 
Present status  
 
Area  
Development of Resources 
 
 
Fisheries     Ngati Porou CO Operative Deep Sea Fisheries Gisborne 

Trawlers fish up to and past the 400mile fishing zone 
 
Ngati Porou CO Operative Aqua-Farms [Tanks On-land] 
 
[Both operated from Top of Pilot Aqua-farm Tanks Research Station]  
 

 
Fish Cultivation      
 
Shellfish Cultivation    

 
 
Seaweed Cultivation   

 
 

Agriculture Meat   
   

Dairy Factory  
   
Dairy Farming     
 
Total Land area   

 
Water Wind Power Generation  
    

 
Total Power Output MW  
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Timber Products   
 

Tourism Promotion  Site visits and school education camping tours 
Marae visits  

 
Aqua-Farm Development Costs  
 
Land area required     
 
Machinery and Equipment  
     
Dairy and Beef Farm Costs  
 
Dairy Cow Costs   
 
Beef weaners  
 
Lamb Weaners     
 
Manuka Timber   
  
Vegetables    
 
Total Fisheries Aqua-Farm Dairy Beef Lamb Development start-up Costs  
     
Annual Income Potential 
 
Fisheries    
 
Seaweed Cultivation   
 
Meat      
 
Dairy Products     
 
Power Electricity  Surplus Energy      
 
Timber Products      
 
Tourism    
 
Vegetables 
    
Total Annual Income $M 
 
Assets 
 
2000 Acres                
 
Fish Shellfish Seaweed       
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Manuka   $M 
 
Current Asset Value 
 
Manuka plants   $M 
 
VALUATION  
VALUATION Manuka Timber  $m  
 
Fish Shellfish from the wild      $m 

 
 
Total Current Asset Value Worth  $m  
 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
 
Recommendations in priority order for best ROI Return on Investment 
 
1. Seaweed Cultivation  
 
2. Aqua-Farm Fish Tank project 
 
3. Electricity Power Generation sell to National Grid  
 
4. Beef Farming and Meat production 
 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
[Deleted specific Information] 
 
The Government was taking a lot of Maori land for themselves or confiscating land but now  
 
the MAORI LAND VALUE WAS LESS Have you ever wondered about that think about it 
 
That meant now that our Maori Block Lands were now less of value for the Government to purchase the so-
called legally acquired properties I was in the Real Estate Industry in Remuera I should know 
 
It was a FUDICIARY DUTY of the Crown to DISCLOSE information so as not to take advantage of the 
seller of Maori Property THE CROWN in this case to the benefit of the buyer THE CROWN or it’s 
AGENTS LINZ DOC CITY COUNCILS who bought and transferred the Property into their name 
after cutting the Maori Blocks up Api you go and ask the Government for all of the receipts for what they paid 
Maori for all of the Land Purchases [Accountable] and in Real Estate Sales Quote “Willing Buyer Willing 
Seller” A fair price to pay AND YOU WILL DISCOVER THAT MAORI WERE RIPPED OFF 
 
Who allowed who to cut up and sell the land and who in the CROWN sold it to themselves the CROWN 
 
OTS Office of Treaty Settlements holding property for Maori Grievance Claims must be returned to Maori 
because of a legal point in NEW ZEALAND REAL ESTATE INSTITUTE TRIBUNAL CLAIMS 
                
Maori were taken advantage over suffered substantial loss while Crown Gained and profited beyond the law 
They are blatant to Breach Laws of their own in order to take Land Grievous Claims are well short of their 
wealth GAINS 
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 CANCEL ANY FURTHER CLAIMS AGAINST THE CROWN FOR LAND 
 END PERPETUAL 99year + LEASES of MAORI LAND to the CROWN 
 REPLACE Fee Simple Titles with HAPU Titles 
 TAKE ALL LAND BACK OR NO LAND BACK 
 
Made that quite clear to our Leaders [The Maori Labour Caucus is Not Leaders of Maori] 
 
Clearly the Government intention is now to take as much of what is left of Maori Land sell it all off to wealthy 
Americans Arabs Chinese Europeans then drive us right out of existence and this is what they are doing before 
7years time or even less is up if they are elected again we are had it 
 
Michael Cullen is building up his Billions of Dollars Reserve and ultimate Power of WEALTH from Immigrant 
Investors money It went from $2B surplus in September 2003 to $7B in January 2004 Wait for it 
 
He will draft legislation by ACT OF PARLIAMENT to change the Fiscal Laws to suit himself within his 
extended term in office if he is confident Labour will succeed in the next elections while he collects all the 
millions off the new Immigrant Investors who are swooping on all the speculative high priced properties that 
the Government is flogging off through  
 
LINZ DOC CITY REGIONAL COUNCILS REAL ESTATES AND NOW TO BE NEW LAW SOON  
FOR LAWYERS TO HELP HOCK IT ALL OFF TO FOREIGNERS 
 
OUR FORESHORES AND SEABEDS READY TO BE LEGISLATED INTO GOVERNMENT HANDS  
 
NOT VESTED IN PUBLIC DOMAIN LIKE THE THIEVES THEY ARE FINDING A HOLE THROUGH US 
MAORI 
 
THAT IS JUST A PLOY SO THAT THE PUBLIC PROSPECTIVE IS THAT THE PUBLIC AND NEW 
ZEALANDERS GET IT  
 
NOT SO THE CRON IS HELL BENT ON GETTING TITLTE BECAUSE 
 
THE ECONOMY IS DETERMINED BY TITLE THEY WANT OUTRIGHT TITLE BY THE 
SOVEREIGNTY WE GAVE TO THEM TO COME HERE AND LIVE WITH US AND NOW THIS 
 
WELL WE ARE ALL SAYING NO TO HELL NO!!! 
 
THAT IS LABOUR DRAWCARD BELIEVE ME IT’S LIKE THAT so WE DON’T WAIT!!! 
 
Parliament will unanimously pass Legislation because of the benefit to New Zealand ECONOMY 
 
Then hand it to the CROWN in this case The Governor General Dame Sylvia Cartwright who will 
support LABOURS new Mandate to make it OFFICIALY New Zealand PAKEHA SOVEREIGN 
OWNERS run forever by Helen Clark and her 20 thieves I tell you I am not far wrong about that 
 
[Maori Caucus supports]!!!!!!!!!!! [Maori Caucus extinguished because they are not required anymore] and now 
they aare redundant of their position no longer an ASSET to HELEN CLARK LED GOVERNMENT 
 
Helen Clark would not need a Maori Caucus anymore and will dump the lot of them Simply because 1 or 2 are 
not towing her line and they are the same TAR BRUSH pushing the heavy Maori WAKA 
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Our Tupuna makes me do these things and now all I need is to be amongst our lot and push the issue further We 
are one now in our tribes to protect what is ours from these rogues and thieves after all the British sent the 
thieves here to do the dirty work for successive thieves like these ones and those idiot Maori Caucus have 
woken up now they know this is what the Pokukohua Pakeha RATS are doing to us Maori  
Check both Helen and Pete Hodgsons eyes and you can see it all The STEELY EYES tells it all Draconian 
Stealth like beady eyed thieves out with their legislative guns blazing the trail right over the top of us as if we 
are invisible and of no consequence purpose being 
 
Pete Hodgson after our fish and Helen Clark after our Title Michael Cullen after the money I class these 3 
Politicians performing worse than their ancestral thieves only they don’t use the gun anymore they use Acts 
of Parliament and forced Legislation to get what they want Laws won’t stop them thieving land 
 
Dangerous expensive stuff to fight up against but they are sitting on the money and the throne at the moment 
 
I will only disclose certain parts of this letter to other Maori Leaders I am writing to for support to our plight  
 
But if the Government doesn’t listen to us then I know the Government Prime Minister Deputy Prime Minister 
are planning to SHAFT US I mean literally SHAFT US right under our nose I wish I could tell it to their face 
but I can’t because I have my integrity to keep and our people to support 
 
 It would only make them worse than thieves It would mean WAR PAKEHA MAORI BLOODSHED You 
just CANNOT Forgive something like this to happen in our time after all Maori do have a right to exclusive and 
undisturbed possession of their lands  
 
The pressure is on to keep it on so the push of Maori Leaders make them will sort it out very quickly to fix the 
foreseeable problems like the angry warriors they now are believe me I am not too far wrong in my predictions 
and I do spend literally hours to cover our backs plugging up all the holes that might sink us 
 
I am at that stage at present with my Ngati Porou Executive here in Auckland We are geared up for positive 
action to happen now that Ngati Porou have part of the Business Venture Plans there and the Model Plan I sent 
previously so it is not a project for the faint hearted but I know with our combined efforts we can make that 
happen  
 
MANAGE OUR RESOURCES AS WE SEE FIT FOR OUR OWN BENEFIT  
 
MAORI ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PLANS MADE CLEAR TO ALL MAORI LEADERS 
 
 
The Russian Federation stopped talking and writing to me John McNaughton Epsom Auckland I figured that the 
Government flogged off my e-mails and promptly shut them up Next thing I see the Government signed an 
Trade agreement with the Russians Check it out  
 
Here is the letter the KORETAKE so call Government Secret Service Intelligence thieved off my Internet 
 

 Platina Seaweed Farms Ltd 
21 Diversey Lane 

Wiri 

Manukau City 
 

Postal PO Box 21  
Pokeno 
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South Auckland 
7th October 2003  

Bruce Gaffikin 

Russia  

PROPOSAL TO LONGTERM TRADE BUSINESS PARTNERSHIP INTEREST 

Dear Bruce Gaffikin, 

I am writing to you today after speaking to John Mac Naughton of the Russian Federation Epsom Auckland New Zealand 
Saturday 4th October 2003 concerning 3 confiscated Russian Fishing Trawlers which are being sold by the High Court in 
Christchurch New Zealand The first Trawler the OSHA went up for tender on 25th September 2003 when Tenders closed I went 
to Lytteton to see the Trawlers and informed the Brokers from Work Boats New Zealand that the 3 Fishing vessels would not be 
allowed to traverse the HAPU SOVEREIGNTY CO Operative SOCIETY 400 Mile Coastal and high seas areas of ocean without 
the consent of our HAPU Organization which I am part of The new owners would have to get a new  tramway permit to cross 
through the sea area  

On a brighter note though we are interested in direct talks with you and Russian Authorities to re-establish the 3 Trawlers with 
their Captains and crew  and allow us to work with them on these vessels legally in our waters in a joint CO Operative Business 
partnership This would allow your country to trade directly with us and our Maori Organization under our own flagship status 
HAPU Governorship without any influence or interference of our New Zealand Government  

We invisage seeking your Deep Sea Fishing and Cargo Passenger Aircraft Air Force and Hardware logistics expertise in 
exchange for long term security goodwill partnership family settlement and business relationship We hope to trade between our 
countries and to participate in joint venture fishing expedition within our HAPU 400 mile Titled Seabed areas within the Atlantic 
and Pacific Oceans High Seas Fishing Grounds and presently preparing  for this now   

Both partners would benefit out of this although we would record our fishing activities for research and further developing the 
fishing grounds Other benefits for you includes HAPU Passports and HAPU Immigration Family CO Operative Business 
Partnership status to allow you to work and live in harmony with us Share in our lifestyle and resources 

I spoke to John Mac Naughton about improving our economy based on our new Maori Land Titles This is acknowledged by our 
Labour Government Minister of Land Title Information John Tamihere 3rd October 2003 in a public statement on Maori Radio 
Station Waatea 603AM burned CD recording  

This allows us to now utilize our land Titles for security and development of the resources in all of our Industries now under our 
own Mandate and Jurisdiction Maori Lores John will now help us as an Ambassador to Russia to open up  our product trade and 
communication lines to Russia and this is good to start now that the timing is right and the economy is down We can cut out 
interfering politicians the middle man bureaucracy and red tape now that we can operate under smooth efficient and independent 
co-operative republic competitive entities in and around the world I still think that your giant cargo planes are the only way to shift 
product economically hence the commercial large scale size and operation envisaged by with yourselves us down in this part of 
the world  

Much of the fisheries grounds are undiscovered but Maori know where they are in our knowledge base of the fishing grounds We 
just need your fishing trawlers aircraft and personnel expertise to complete the equation We have systems ready for trade in 
fisheries forestry agriculture other trade developments  I would like to meet with you and your representatives in dialogue at the 
earliest but if you can relay some initial information by e-mail then that is fine If you wish to send by fax then please put a note 
across to me by e-mail so that I can switch over the phone to fax  

We have placed an interest in the 3 Russian Fishing Trawlers with the Christchurch High Court under HAPU SOVEREIGNTY 
Title so if you have any ideas about their demise or fate then please let me know As far as I can see they are in pretty good 
shape from the engineers I spoke to on the dock site The New Zealand Government is selling all of our land and assets off so 
that is why we are trying to save them for our benefit As Maori Landlords we would have got nothing out of the sales The last 
known contact person who was looking after these trawlers on behalf of the owners the Russian Fishing Company is McCale 
Gridovichi He has since returned to Russia when the High Court ordered the sale about 3 weeks ago There are other Russian 
crew who are now living in Christchurch legally I was hoping that a captain or skipper is amongst them but may prove difficult to 
find them  

Other points of interest are for our Maori people to train on your fishing vessels for  HAPUSOVEREIGN FISHERIES and also 
heavy cargo passenger aircraft sikorski helicopters and high ceiling surveillance air force jets which we would like to set up 
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exclusively for HAPUSOVEREIGN AIRLINES and RUSSIAN AEROFLOT PASSENGER CARGO AIRFORCE Operation here in 
Auckland and Christchurch  

Aqua-Culture is at the beginning of a new era We have designed huge steel fish cultivation tanks measuring 65ftDiameter x 
50ftHigh with helicopter landing pad on the top of each tank The Tanks will stretch along the entire coastlines of New Zealand 
From here we channel all of our live and wet chilled fish meat dairy agriculture and timber products directly by High Performance 
Sikorsky Helicopter to Auckland in the North Island and Christchurch in the South Island From there directly to Heavy Cargo 
Antonov Aeroflot Aircraft to Russia and the rest of the world we do predict for the future 

John Mac Naughton mentioned there is a demand for live eels and also possum fur products which we can include We can talk 
further of your interest to our proposal Please e-mail me at your earliest urgency  

The present time frame Plan is: 

Launch of HAPU SOVEREIGNTY CO OPERATIVE SOCIETY Independence day 28th October 2003 
 
HAPU SOVEREIGNTY CO OPERATIVE SOCIETY Bank opens November 2003 with unique Maori Pound exchange currency 
rate at British equivalent value 
 
December 2003 
Aqua-Farms First Multi-Fish Cultivation Tank installed in Bay of Plenty District Maraehako for: 
Kingfish: Snapper: Packhorse Crayfish: King Crabs: Kina: Paua: Seaweeds for Nori and  
Japanese Wakame: Giant Toheroa: Giant. Squid: Prawns to name some 
 
Export Potential Agriculture Dairy 
butter cheese milk beef lamb pork spring water kumara potato sea vegetables honey eels chicken pies biscuits flour etc 
 
Export Potential  
Possum fur: Clothing: Foot-ware 
 
Forestry  

Timber logs paper panel board card board 

Other points of interest 

Kit-set Houses Vehicles Boats Hemp 

I am quite certain our future as trading nations with Russia will open huge opportunities for us as Maori after 160 years of Colonial 
Rule over us with suppression we are given this opportunity now from our ancestors  to relive their holistic links as successful 
seafarers and traders to that of us now with Russia as our first port of call so I let that challenge to you on behalf of my Maori 
people I am sure you do have something to trade with us or do have something in common  

Our financial outlook projection budget is first to settle Maori half of our national debt of $120b in the first year with the balance to 
operate at setup  

We hope to do business with you as long as we have John MacNaughton as Ambassador to Russia I do not see any 
foreseeable problems Hopefully you and your colleagues can speak English because I cannot speak Russian He and I talked 
extensively about Russian Maori Trading partnership startup 

Please let me know on your letter-head the extent of business interest in reply to what I am proposing on behalf of HAPU 
SOVEREIGNTY CO OPERATIVE SOCIETY This may have some influence towards off-shore funding facilities for our 
organization other than what we do already have however any reference to business relationship interest large scale is beneficial 
to us of our borrowing power 

On a final note:  

On behalf of Maori and HAPU Sovereignty I would like to apologize to your Government and People for the loss of your Fishing 
Trawlers and the way our Government treated you here was unceremonious We are sorry for that 

The imprisonment of the Captain of the ship Mc kalmertov that was sunk in the Marlborough Sounds by the harbor pilot here 
directive We are sorry for that too 

The treatment by the Management Sponsors and subsequent loss of financial status dignity while Russian contingency here on 
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their Russian Circus performance and stay We are sorry for that too 

We would entertain some recourse for the mistakes made by New Zealanders and the Government  towards Russian Circus 
people so we invite you to return to AOTEAROA [New Zealand] soon join us 

Thank you very much Bruce Gaffikin 

Sincerely 

John Wanoa  Director 

PLATINA SEAWEED FARMS LTD WIRI MANUKAU CITY Phone 09 2783844 Mob 027 2531326 

e-mail     platinaseaweed@hotmail.com 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
 
DATED 7th October 2003 John Wanoa Letter to Russian Federation Russia 
 
Here is what happened on the 28th November 2003 Government signs with Russia 
 
 
 
NZ Herald 
 
Government signs trade agreement with Russia  
 
28.11.2003 
By LIAM DANN  
New Zealand has signed a ground- breaking trade agreement with Russia which will ensure stable terms of 
access for our major exports.  
The deal will also assist Russia in its efforts to join the World Trade Organisation.  
New Zealand is only the second country - and the first Western economy - to sign this kind of bilateral deal 
with Russia. The other country is the Kyrgyz Republic in Central Asia.  
Russia still needs to sign similar bilateral deals with other countries to gain membership of the WTO.  
Agriculture Minister Jim Sutton, who attended a signing ceremony in Russia yesterday, said the deal was 
particularly positive for dairy and sheep meat exporters.  
It would cover other products such as apples, kiwifruit and fridges.  
Details about issues like tariff levels remain confidential and the deal will not come into effect until Russia 
formally joins the WTO.  
Exporters welcomed the announcement despite the fact it will not lead to any immediate increase in returns.  
The agreement would set a stable platform from which New Zealand could increase its trading relationship with 
Russia, said Meat New Zealand general manager of trade Anne Berryman.  
New Zealand exported $6 million of meat to Russia last year. But Russia offered huge opportunities, she said.  
The country's population of 147 million eat an average of 48kg of meat each annually.  
Since the 1990s Russia has been heavily reliant on imported meat.  
Dairy accounts for about 80 per cent of New Zealand exports to Russia.  
The agreement set maximum levels for tariffs on dairy imports and provided security for New Zealand dairy 
access, said Fonterra chairman Henry van der Heyden 
 
 
That is why 
 
I KNOW THAT THEY ARE DOWNRIGHT THIEVES who will continue to take all of our intellectual 
knowledge Taonga Indigenous Plants for medicines Fish if we don’t stop them in their tracks right now 
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>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
 
This is typical of them how they further suck in the Maori with some more carrots this year yet again 
A bit too late for this dirty low down trick now Only the stupid ones will take it up 
 
Te Karere Upurangi 
Maori News Online 
 
K O R E R O   S T O R Y     
  RELATED LINKS  
 » Subscribe to Archivestuff 
 
Open Polytechnic offers Maori business diploma  
07 January 2004   
 
A new diploma aimed at producing people who can help with Maori business ventures is being launched by the 
Open Polytechnic.  
 
The Diploma in Maori business, which will be available nationally by correspondence, was designed to target 
the specific needs of people working with iwi and Maori business ventures.  
 
"Maori businesses and organisations are a growing force in the New Zealand economy," programme leader Dan 
Love said in a statement.  
 
"There is a rising demand for business education options that are in tune with Maori needs and aspirations. The 
diploma is also relevant for people in non-Maori organisations who work with Maori."  
 
The diploma is available for study from February 23 this year. Enrolments close on February 9. 
 

 Apirana Mahuika this is how they continue to suck us into their net feed off our brains 
 

SEE WHAT THEY SAY MAORI BUSINESS IS A GROWING FORCE IN NEW ZEALAND 
ECONOMY WHERE DID THEY FLOG THAT INFORMATION FROM TO MAKE THAT 
ASSUMPTION FROM AND HOW COULD THEY SPECULATE ON OUR ECONOMY ???? 
 
Question  
Why did the Government race to get the biggest Farm in New Zealand Molesworth transferred Title from LINZ 
to DOC right on Christmas Time 
 
Answer 
So that it has got Land Title in the name of the Crown which DOC is working in with the City and District 
Councils to cut it all up into blocks for sale making DOC land about 70% CROWN OWNED LAND NOW 
 
Question 
Why is the Crown hell bent on getting the Foreshore and Seabed 
 
Answer  
So they can take all the resources including all the Fish Seaweed and Shellfish for themselves and their 
increasing wealth and empire So they can claim all of the seabed where Crown Land is Joined to it on 
non-Maori land or land with a Queens Chain running through it Private Titled Fee Simple Land They 
can go to hell on any piece of land DOC Land whatever Non of it anywhere 
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Question 
Now that the Government has got rid of the Privy Council what are they Going to get rid of next 
 
Answer 
The Queen 
 
Why 
Because with the Queen out of the way it was just a matter of getting all of the wealthy Immigrant 
Investors and property speculators LINZ DOC COUNCILS FISHERIES MILLIONAIRES ARABS 
AMERICANS and middle to upper class voters behind them to keep in power for the rest of their life 
 
To turn this Country into a Republic with a New Zealand Pakeha Sovereign State 
Not Crown or Maori State 
 
What should we do as Maori Tangatawhenua 
 
Get the Queen to support us and throw Parliament out before she dies on us and our partnership 
 
BAD AS THIS REPORT BELOW 
I have highlighted these press releases in places but the words are the actual 
 
 
New Zealand 
Country Reports on Human Rights Practices  - 2000 
Released by the Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor 
February 23, 2001 
 
New Zealand is a parliamentary democracy, with executive authority vested in a 20-member cabinet led by the 
Prime Minister.  The Governor-General is Head of State.  The 120-member Parliament is elected in a mixed 
member proportional representation system, with 6 seats reserved for members of the native Maori population.  
The judiciary is independent. 
 
Indigenous People 
Approximately 15 percent of the population claim at least one ancestor from the country's indigenous Maori 
or Moriori minorities.  While the law prohibits discrimination against the indigenous population, the 
Government's Closing the Gaps report, released in May, noted the continuing disproportionate number of 
Maori included on the unemployment and welfare rolls, among the prison population, among school 
dropouts, in infant mortality statistics, and among single-parent households.  For example, the official 
Maori unemployment rate (19 percent) is over three times that for non-Maori.  Maori officials expressed 
concern over the Government's announcement in November that it would shift its Closing the Gaps strategy to 
address socio-economic disparities rather than race-based disparities.  Maori inmates constitute more than 
half the prison population, even though Maori are only 15 percent of the general population.  The Government 
addressed this problem through Maori focus units, which integrate Maori values into the rehabilitation program.  
A special program for Maori sex offenders, Kia Marama, halved the rate of recidivism among those who 
participated.   
 
Government policy recognizes a special role for indigenous people and their traditional values and customs, 
including cultural and environmental issues that have an effect on commercial development.  The Ministry of 
Maori Development, in cooperation with several Maori NGO's, seeks to improve the status of indigenous 
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people.  A special tribunal continues to hear Maori tribal claims to land and other natural resources stemming 
from the 1840 Treaty of Waitangi. 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
 
TO THIS GOVERNMENT DOWNFALL ON MAORI 
 
Seabed policy breaches basic human rights 
Tuesday, 6 January 2004, 7:19 pm 
Press Release: Peace Movement Aotearoa   
 
 
Government foreshore and seabed policy breaches basic human rights 
"Almost all Maori and many non-Maori considered that the principles and related proposals constituted a major 
breach of the Treaty of Waitangi, and would give rise to a new round of Treaty grievances if implemented." 
(Analysis of submissions on the proposals for the foreshore and seabed, NZ Government, December 2003, 17). 
 
Kia ora, 
 
Last week the government released its policy framework for the foreshore and seabed which as anticipated is 
somewhat problematic on a number of levels. The policy framework does, as referred to in the above quote, 
constitute a major breach of the Treaty of Waitangi, and also of international human rights conventions. 
The inconsistency between the government's foreshore and seabed proposals and their obligations as one party 
to the Treaty of Waitangi has been covered in previous Peace Movement Aotearoa alerts and updates since 
June 2003 - this update focusses on the framework in relation to international human rights standards and 
conventions. 
 
There are four main sections: 1) provides some background information on international human rights standards 
and conventions, 2) outlines the breaches of international human rights standards and conventions which are 
inherent in the government's policy framework, specifically: a) the right of access to, and protection of, the law, 
b) the right to own property and not be deprived of it, c) the right to freedom from racial discrimination, 
including issues raised in the 1999 Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination's decision against 
the Australian government; d) the right to enjoy culture; 3) 'Guided by the feedback'? the creation of a new 
myth; and 4) where you can get more information and resources. 
 
The conclusion is reached that in relation to these four basic human rights, the government's foreshore and 
seabed framework is clearly in breach of international human rights standards and conventions. 
 
The full text of the update is now available at http://www.converge.org.nz/pma/fs231203.htm  
 
 
Home Page | Politics | Previous Story | Next Story  
 
Copyright (c) Scoop Media 
 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
 
TO THIS BREAK UP OF MAORI SOCIAL ECONOMIC STATUS 15 YEARS SPAN TO DATE  
[Why we must go it alone now as Maori] 
 
World Socialist Web Site 
 
wsws.org 
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Reports to New Zealand Labour government contain a picture of social devastation 
By John Braddock 
3 February 2000 
Use this version to print 
 
A series of briefing papers presented over the past month to New Zealand's new Labour-led government 
provide fresh details of the profound class divisions and economic inequality which have become embedded 
deeply within society. The papers, prepared by various government departments, paint a damning picture of 
the "state of the nation" after 15 years of market-driven reforms and economic liberalisation under both 
National Party and Labour Party governments. 
 
While the papers are often evasive and couched in self-serving and guarded language, they nevertheless provide 
a devastating picture of social life in a country long held up as an international example of the free market. 
What emerges is that long-term unemployment, declining real wages, underfunding in health and social 
welfare, significant disparities in education, sharpening economic differences and a steep decline in the social 
position of young people are now the key features of life. A number of the reports are forced to conclude 
that the threat to "social cohesion" should be a matter of political concern for those in power. 
 
Some of the more significant statistics—those relating to the young—show that children and youth have 
borne the brunt of economic and social reversals. The report from the Ministry of Youth Affairs 
includes the following details: 
 
* The median annual income of young people (those aged 15-24 years) plummeted from $14,700 to 
$8,100 over the ten-year period between 1986 and 1996. 
 
* 45 percent of families, and the young people within them, now depend on some kind of government 
financial assistance, either in the form of full social welfare benefits or to top up inadequate wages. 
 

* Unemployment rates for young people are higher than any other age group and higher than for 

previous generations of youth. Joblessness is at Depression-era levels for young working class people, 

particularly among Maori (30 percent unemployment for 15 to 19-year-olds) and Pacific Islanders (32 

percent). The average level of unemployment for this age group is nearly 17 percent, an increase of 50 
percent in the last decade. 

 
* New Zealand has the second highest levels of suicide in the OECD after Finland for 15-

24 year-olds. Suicide rates have been increasing since 1984 when the period of economic reforms 
was launched. 
 
* New Zealand has the highest OECD rate of road deaths in the 15-24 age group. In 1995, this group 
accounted for 32.5 percent of deaths on the road. 
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* The consumption of alcohol and drugs has increased 
dramatically. Young people aged 18-23 now drink a quarter of the total alcohol consumed in 
New Zealand, even though drinking was illegal under the age of 21 without parental supervision until last year. 
 
 
* While more young people are spending longer in education, with a 50 percent increase in tertiary participation 
between 1987 and 1996, there has been a massive increase in indebtedness due to the introduction of 
tuition fees. Figures not quoted in the Ministry's report indicate that the total debt under the student loan 

scheme now exceeds $NZ3 billion. At the same time, significant numbers of working class students, 39 
percent Maori and 26 percent Pacific Islanders, leave secondary school with no qualifications. 
 

 
Deteriorating social conditions 
 
The Youth Ministry describes increasing numbers of young people living in unstable family situations, higher 
incidents of psychosocial disorders and widening class disparities relating to teenage pregnancies, self-injury 
and mental health. There is a much longer period of dependency on parents due to increased unemployment 
and low-paid temporary work, coupled with the removal of unemployment benefits from 16 to 18-year-olds 

and the introduction of user-pays policies in education. 
 
This picture is supplemented by reports from other agencies. A Ministry of Social Policy report shows that 
while the wealthiest 10 percent of households are better off than a decade ago, 70 percent are worse off. The 
number of families with no parent in work increased from 14 percent in 1986 to 23 percent by the mid-1990s. 
Significant numbers of children live in single parent households, the highest being among Maori where 41 
percent of children are in the care of a sole parent. 
 

Not surprisingly, under such deteriorating social conditions, youth crime is rapidly 
increasing. According to the Corrections Department, youths aged 17-20 have the highest levels of 

legal convictions of any age group, with the rate of violent offending on the increase. Theft and 
property offences are the most common, followed by driving 
and violence charges. The department admits that institutional 
"corrective training" is "highly ineffective". The same age group has the 
highest reconviction rate, with 90 percent reoffending. Those involved in corrective training programs have a 

94 percent chance of reoffending, with 70 percent of 
these ending up in prison. Young prison inmates are particularly vulnerable, often 
being most at risk of victimisation, gang recruitment and self-harm. 
 
Most social welfare services are at crisis point. The Children, Youth and Family Service (CYFS), responsible 

for providing social services to under-17-year-olds, says that the numbers of children and young 
people living in bad social conditions is alarming and growing. CYFS was the victim 
of government funding cuts between 1992 and 1997, to the extent that millions of dollars are now needed if 
child welfare services are to be restored. Services to Maori youth have failed to meet projected targets, with 
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only 14 of 54 planned Iwi (tribal)-based welfare providers operating. CYFS also admits that it does not 
have the social workers or specialist care to deal with mentally ill children. 
 
Last year 27,000 children were referred to the CYFS care and protection services, with another 6,000 referred to 
the department from the courts and youth justice. Between 5,000 and 7,000 children a year are placed with 
relatives by CYFS, with a further 3,500 requiring alternative placements such as foster homes. More than 3,100 
children referred to the service had mental health problems. 

 
The scale of misery inflicted on young children as a result 
of social and family dislocation is staggering. Thirty-four children 
and young people known to CYFS, 23 under the direct care of the agency, died in the year to July 1999. Ten 
were suicides, two were murdered, one was killed by manslaughter, four died in car accidents, three in fires, 
two from physical abuse and one each from a shooting accident, an accidental overdose, a playground accident 
and a case of sudden infant death syndrome. Since July last year, another 13 children or youths involved with 
CYFS have died. 
 
Commenting on these figures, Mike Doolan, a CYFS chief social worker, said that international research 
showed that young people in the care of welfare agencies were up to four times more likely to die, because the 
conditions that brought them into contact with the agencies were the same conditions likely to lead to an 
untimely death. 
 
An example was reported in the press the same week the CYFS paper was released. A Wellington couple 
appeared in court on charges of slavery and cruelty to children. The charges related to 17 children they had had 
in their care over the previous three years. The young people, aged between one and 20 years, were a 
combination of adopted and foster children. The charges were placed after several of them had gone to the 
police with complaints of assaults, substandard living conditions, and being forced to work for long hours late at 
night in their caregivers' cleaning business while attending secondary school. While the charge of slavery is 
highly unusual in New Zealand, it is the second case to have been brought to court in the last 18 months. 
 
The appalling conditions of life facing young people are only part of the social crisis revealed in the briefing 
papers. Submissions from the Health Funding Authority and the Culture and Heritage Ministry expose chronic 
government underfunding in areas as diverse as health, arts and culture. The health budget is $300 million less 
than is required to provide adequate minimum public health provision, while the new national museum, Te Papa, 
and the NZ Symphony Orchestra are both in deep financial trouble and in need of multi-million dollar rescue 
packages. 
 
 
Responsibility of government 
 
What is glaringly apparent, however, is that none of the government advisors writing these reports have any 
explanation of this state of affairs. They fail to analyse the impact of previous government policies and the 
destruction of the public sector over the past decade. 
 
The reports also render invisible the part played by these same department managers and by governments. So-

called "policy analysts" have provided advice to successive governments 
for the deepening assaults on working people. The report from the Ministry of 
Education, for example, highlights a significant problem with underachievement among secondary students, 
and refers to low international scores in mathematics and sciences. It fails to mention, however, the ministry's 
own role over the past 10 years in initiating, enforcing and promoting policies, which have set schools in 
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competition, increased teacher workloads, implemented "bulk funding" as a device for funding cuts, turned 
schools towards business sponsorships and pursued so-called "performance pay" for teachers. The ministry 
remained loyally committed to this program in the face of consistent authoritative academic research that 
proved it was worsening educational disadvantages for working class students. 
 
The attitude of political officialdom to those who have suffered most under the policies of the past period is to 
shift the blame onto the victims. The finger-wagging tone running through the reports was reflected by 
newspaper headlines, which dealt with the youth social crisis by proclaiming that "teenage thuggery" is now 
"reaching crisis" and that school students "rank as thieving bullies" compared with their overseas counterparts. 
 
Several government departments recommend that the government intensify the austerity program, despite the 
fact that voters overwhelmingly rejected it at the last election. Work and Income NZ, the department that 
administers social welfare and unemployment benefits, proposes a new round of disciplinary measures against 
the unemployed. While admitting that the long-term unemployed can no longer "aspire to full-time employment 
as an immediate goal", and that permanent work for youth and the unskilled is "problematic," WINZ wants to 

extend its "work testing" regime to a wider range of groups. First in line is the over-55 
age group who will now be tested to ensure that the rules do not "encourage" 
them to retire early, thus leading to "high benefit costs" and "diminished human capital". 
WINZ also urges the government to use unemployment benefit money to pay private agencies to find jobs 
for the unemployed. 
 
A cautionary note is expressed in the report from the Treasury, which includes an extensive discussion on the 
need for "social cohesion". At every election since the mid-1980s, Treasury reports have been instrumental 
in setting the economic and social agenda for each incoming government. They have often provided the 
ideological justification and economic figures for deepening attacks on living standards. Some 
commentators have hailed the new tone in this particular report as a "significant departure" for Treasury. An un-
named Labour government "insider" was reported by the New Zealand Herald as proclaiming that "the 
Treasury has discovered poverty". 
 
A more critical reading, however, shows that this is not the case. In fact the report claims that living standards 
have been "generally protected," while the situation for some low-income people needs "further attention". 
What concerns Treasury is the danger that rising social awareness among the working class could pose for the 
established social order. In a remarkable exercise in sophistry, the paper argues that "increasing income 
inequality itself does not necessarily create a problem for social cohesion," so long as such inequality is not 
perceived by the population to be unfair. For Treasury, the problems begin when "inequalities are perceived to 
be excessive or unfairly generated." At that point, there may be "consequences for other social outcomes if 
socio-economic disparities widen." 
 
Translated into practical politics, Treasury is giving the Labour-Alliance government the go-ahead to engage in 
some immediate window-dressing to alleviate rising concerns over poverty, so long as the fundamental 
economic direction remains intact. The government has concurred. In the past week it announced a small $20 
rise in aged pensions, while assuring businesses that its first budget will not make any significant new 
commitments to increased social expenditure. 
 
See Also: 
Incoming Labour Prime Minister rules out immediate rises in pensions and wages in New Zealand 
[14 December 1999] 
 
Top of page 
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Api show all of this to the Queen why the successive Governments have been of a consequence and result to the 
plight of Maori and our Tamariki and now it is heading to be the biggest consequence of all Another 15 years of 
hell under the same system Tell her this is  
 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
 
WHY WE CUT OFF FROM GOVERNMENT RULE and RULE OUR OWN WAY 
 
Many pakeha in the past were members of KO HUIARAU 2 come to mind Sir Alfred Simms, and Dr 

Northcroft served terms from 1928 to 1935. Members of the Young Maori party, Sir James Carroll, Sir 
Apirana Ngata. Sir Maui Pomare all served in KO HUIARAU concurrently with their Political terms 
in the pakeha political arena. 
 
26. Q : Do you have any association with the CONFEDERATION OF THE CHIEFS OF THE UNITED 
TRIBES OF NEW ZEALAND and I.M.I. ? 
 
A : There is a lot of talk about we being both organisations we are not and will not have any association with 
these organisation ever. Everyone can expand on an idea but the Whare Taonga of KO HUIARAU has all of 
these documents, in our archives. The late Maui POMARE was the keeper of these Taonga before I succeeded 
his portfolio, and as spokesperson for KO HUIARAU on these Taonga I have the privilige of these Taonga 
being a part of my daily life. I.M.I and the Confederation have a right to exist and they function for their people 
as we do for ours. But we are not the same organisations. 
 
For more information about Ko Huiarau contact our public relations office:  
 
Mahingarangi Forbes 
Ph 09 276 1876 
 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
 
THERE IS MENTION OF APIRANA NGATA HERE API THAT IS WHAT BOTHERS ME ABOUT  
THIS LOT BUT NO DOUBT YOU WOULD THINK OTHERWISE LIKE >>>>>WE HAVE OUR OWN 
METHODS WHICH SHOULD NOT GET JAMMED UP BY ANYONE ELSES METHODS TREATY 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
 
SUNDAY 18th January 2004 2pm 
 
Apirana Mahuika Ngati Porou I will send this part of the letter today because most off the rest of it is an account 
of history press clippings from the beginnings last year when all the foreshore and seabed stuff blew up a storm 
It is taking me sometime to put all these things together so as to show up the raruraru of the Government and 
what they are trying to do to extinguish us as Maori  
 
I wish I could go down to Wellington to the Maori Leaders Maori Land Court and Waitangi Tribunal 6 Day Hui 
in Wellington but I never get time to go anywhere because of my commitments to my Kaupapa and limited 
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finance I would go if an opportunity arose I would have a lot of meaningful things to say but then again I find 
writing letters just as effective  
 
I spoke to Margaret Mutu yesterday and will forward a comprehensive full detailed letter for her to distribute to 
all leaders at the 6 day HUI in Wellington It would take a lot of printing and I wouldn’t have the time to try to 
look for a list of all the Maori Leader Api I am hoping that the Leaders and yourself form a new 
CONFEDERATION of CHIEFS to Reinforce the 1835 DECLARATION OF INDEPENDANCE because the 
TREATY OF WAITANGI needed to be investigated over the SIGNATORIES validation and authenticity 23 
out of 35 original CHIEFS signed the 1840 TREATY OF WAITANGI but because the other 12  CHIEFS were 
missing 20 other NON CHIEFS signed it on their behalf I am only just reading into all this stuff just last week 
and having HUI with MATIU TARAWA Kaumatua Glen Innes Auckland 
 
Api I suggest the Maori Leaders should now examine the Ko Huiarau Parliament and all fit yourselves into 
position within it because all of the framework is there already set up and it is a LEGAL BINDING ENTITY so 
don’t overlook this option This is the key to our ownership and CONTROL 100% to LEGISLATE MAORI 
LAWS  
 
I say FORM a NEW PARLIAMENT before they LEGISLATE MAORI LAND FORESHORE AND SEABED 
away from us in March  
 
Approach the GOVERNOR GENERAL as the new Maori Parliament to Govern our Whenua Moana 
 
The present Parliament has NO CONSTITUTION  
 
MAORI and our partner the QUEEN OF ENGLAND IS THE SOVEREIGN to the British Crown 
 
MAORI have a CONSTITUTION 
 
The present Parliament RESIGNS OFFICE IMMEDIATELY FROM THE BEHIVE and WE MOVE IN 
 
The British CROWN is run by 12 men We can do the same too All those 120 MP’s in Parliament are of no 
benefit to us The history over the past 15 years says a lot about the plight of Maori so the Queen sees all of this 
from me just why we cannot go on anymore under the present Governing rule of law of PARLIAMENT  
 
Api this letter is coming very much late to you I wanted you to go thru it over the weekend but however 
that has all changed for the better now that I have read the best piece of news this morning which was 
this letter to the press from you on where the Ngati Porou stand 
 
 
STUFF NATIONAL NEWS 
Ngati Porou pull out of Tribunal foreshore hearings  
16 January 2004   
 
East Coast-based iwi Ngati Porou, the second biggest in the country, have today advised the Waitangi Tribunal 
that they will not be participating in the upcoming hearings on the Crown's foreshore and seabed proposals.  
 
Te Runanga o Ngati Porou chairman Api Mahuika said "the possibility that we would not participate was 
foreshadowed at the last tribunal judicial conference in December and the decision that we have now made 
reflects the view held by Ngati Porou that the best way forward for us at this time is to continue to engage 
directly with the Crown".  
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"The decision not to participate in the tribunal hearing's has been supported by various of our hapu claims that 
have been actively participating in the foreshore and seabed inquiry," Mr Mahuika said.  
 
"It is not a decision that has been taken lightly and while some may choose to speculate about the reasons or 
merits of this decision, we believe that this is the best way forward for Ngati Porou as we endeavour to protect 
the rights and interests that we have been exercising over the foreshore and seabed since before the signing of 
the Treaty of Waitangi".  
 
"I am of course mindful that there are a few who wish to proceed with the tribunal hearing and that is their 
prerogative.  
 
NZPZ 
 
I want to congratulate you on an enormous effort on your part to bring our HAPU RUNANGA IWI and 
WHANAU closer together and they will certainly get in behind you now that we are on the same wave 
length and you are listening to them and I assure you the rest of the detractors in our HAPU will listen to 
you will now get committed to our tribal affiliation and you as the leader  
 
I would like to come with Matiu Tarewa to a HUI in Gisborne with yourself your experts the executive 
and a collective of your Tribal HAPU and Entrepreneur’s there to talk about all of the issues that I 
mention as well as an open day for all of your HAPU Whanau An invitation to Urban HAPU living away 
from the Tribe to come home and KOREO about our future and direction STAND We have been been 
driven away from our homes for so long now and are coming back home 
 
Please let me know as soon as you can so that I can make arrangements to come down with our Ngati 
Porou lot up here or the first available Iwi Runanga meeting date 
 
Kia Ora 
 
John Wanoa 
 
PS 
I attended a meaningful HUI in Orakei Marae with MAIU TAREWA yesterday 17th January 2004 with over 
100 people There is a sense of urgency with Foreshore and seabed however Matiu spoke and flattened them all 
with science and plain hard facts Tinorangatiratanga and all the independent go it on our own Maori way stuff 
but I did not want to talk I will save it for our Tribe It is a bit advanced to talk anything about One person Waata 
Richards got up and said to form a Parliament I acknowledged him however with a loud Kia Ora everytime he 
accentuated going in that direction otherwise we will lose everything any other way I said yep that’s right a 
Maori Parliament right NOW or cut clean on your own tribal area  
 I spoke with Hugh Te Kawherau and he looked sad for  some reason and the tone of his voice I pick up on the 
feelings of the Tupuna the land the people That is the sadness in his voice He left the HUI pre Maturely and I 
would be one to guess why without even having to ask 
 
What puzzled me the most is WHY IS THE WOMAN RUNNING THE SHOW THERE AND 
EVERYWHERE ELSE AROUND THE MOTU NADIA AT ORAAKEI TARIANA AND NANAIA LABOUR 
GOVERNMENT HELEN CLARK TITIWHAI AND MARGARET MUTU FOR MAORI 
 
WHERE IS THE PUSSYCAT MEN ???????????? 
 
                 YOU ARE NOW ENTERING THE SOVEREIGN STATE OF NGATI POROU  
Declaration of Independence 28th October 1835 Reaffirmed on 28th February 2004 by HAPU and CHIEF of Ngati Porou Tribe 
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Api there is a second part to this letter but I will send it as soon as I have completed it which covers an account of events 
Government Threat on Maori to the Queen Privy Council UN Human Rights Tribal Leaders Chinese Russian Israel Japanese 
Australian Indian USA Iraq Governments and our Governor General  

 

I BELIEVE NGATI POROU SIGNED NO TREATY OF WAITANGI 

However I do see Apirana Ngata and Houkamo have been signatory to KO HUIARAU is questionable as far as Ngati 
Porou is concerned but your experts probably know the answer to that one or yourself Never the less I wouldn’t 
foresee any problems at this stage 

 

I AM HAPPY FOR OUR PEOPLE TO GO FORWARD TOGETHER ORGANISE AND RE ADJUST TO A NEW WAY OF LIFE 
ONCE AND FOR ALL IT IS NOW THE TIME TO CARRY THAT OUT 

 

I am sending a floppy disk with letter in it to your box number as my photocopier fax and Computer Printer is pakaruru and my 
Computer is jammed full up and low on memory I need a new one soon 

There are just too many pages to send and too many folders to get to bind them and I am the office person and all and I type all 
my letters with one finger at a time Margaret Mutu will take the rest of floppy disks to Waitangi Tribunal and Maori Land Court 6 
Day Hui at Westpac Stadium Wellington tomorrow minus all of our confidential information for Ngati Porou We are UNIQUE and 
on our own  

Titiwhai Harawira will now take the Floppy Disks to distribute to the Maori Leaders their Lawyers Maori Land Court Waitangi 
Tribunal Kaumatua Kuia 

To extract the information please go to the nearest INTERNET CAFÉ and give the floppy disk to them Make sure to ask for it 
back because it is CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION TO MAORI PEOPLE ONLY 

It should only cost 20 c3ents a copy 

Thank you ALL 

Sincerely 

John Wanoa 

 

To the Chairman 

Select Committee  

Parliament  Wellington 

Thank you these are my submissions of rejecting the Fisheries Commission Bill for Maori Fisheries Allocation He 
Amokura Model for $700m into Parliament 

Thank you 

John Wanoa  Director 

 

PLATINA SEAWEED FARMS LTD WIRI MANUKAU CITY Phone 09 2783844 Mob 027 2531326 

e-mail   platinaseaweed@hotmail.com Postal PO Box 21 Pokeno South Auckland New Zealand 
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